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Innovation competition awards brightest smart cities ideas
KIC InnoEnergy recognises students’ most promising innovations

KIC InnoEnergy, the innovation engine for sustainable energy across Europe, has honoured
three ideas at the last stage of the ‘MSc Energy for Smart Cities’ innovation journey in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The awards recognise students’ contribution to smart city
innovation.

Thirty-two students took part in the innovation journey, across three European cities (Barcelona,
Leuven and Amsterdam). The students were set real challenges by 10 energy industry
businesses, which they had to overcome with the development of commercially feasible
proposals. Each stop concluded with an innovation competition, whereby the students pitched
their ideas to a panel of expert judges.

The winners of the final stage in Amsterdam were:


Netploit, an electric vehicle charging station solution with bidirectional chargers
incorporating demand-side management and a user-friendly app. This challenge was
provided by COMSA EMTE.



FASCOM, an urban concept combining street lighting with solar generation and the
ability to support smart city platforms for sensor devices. This challenge was provided by
SIARQ.



El Contenidor, a mobile phone charging solution powered by fitness bikes and solar
panels that recycles old containers. The solution also helps to enhance social cohesion
between urban neighbours. This challenge was provided by Ateneu de Fabricació de
Les Corts (Barcelona).

“It is incredibly inspiring to see these bright minds come together to develop innovative, creative
and intelligent proposals. Clever, commercial ideas are needed if we are to meet our carbonreduction targets – and smart cities will be an essential part of that,” says Xavier Crusat, an
innovation competition judge.

“The innovation journey was such a success that we are opening the first Entrepreneurship
Journey this September. This journey will support 17 of our second year Master school students
turn their ideas into commercial reality, becoming themselves entrepreneurs.”
KIC InnoEnergy’s Master Programme ‘Energy for Smart Cities’ addresses internationallyoriented and entrepreneurial engineering students who wish to implement modern energy
technologies for end-users of the electrical value chain: citizens, companies and cities. This
custom-developed programme creates truly multi-disciplinary smart city experts: well qualified to
work in industry or research, or to take on policy-making roles in energy issues related to
secure, sustainable urban living and working. The innovation journey and consequent
entrepreneurship journey are parts of their educational programme.

The Call for Challenges is now open for the next innovation journey. Business with a smart
cities challenge that requires an innovative approach can submit them on the KIC InnoEnergy
website.
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The challenge is big but our goal is simple: to achieve a sustainable energy future for Europe.
Innovation is the answer. New ideas, products and solutions that make a real difference, new
businesses and new people to deliver them to market.
At KIC InnoEnergy we support and invest in innovation at every stage of the journey – from
classroom to customers. With our network of partners we build connections across Europe,

bringing together inventors and industry, entrepreneurs and markets, graduates and employers,
researchers and businesses.

We work in three essential areas of the innovation mix:


Education to help create an informed and ambitious workforce that understands what
sustainability demands and industry needs – for the future of the industry.



Innovation Projects to bring together ideas, inventors and industry in collaboration to
enable commercially viable products and services that deliver real results.



Business Creation Services to help entrepreneurs and start-ups who are creating
sustainable businesses to grow rapidly to contribute to the global energy ecosystem.

Together, our work creates and connects the building blocks for the sustainable energy industry
that Europe needs.

